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J. Walter Thompson INSIDE Track™ is an industry leading tracking and measurement tool developed by J. Walter Thompson
INSIDE. It provides the ability to apply source tracking data and metrics for every advertising placement, review spending
on all sourcing channels used, both online and offline, and determine not only which channels are performing best, but also
which individual media properties within each channel are the top performers. Through our e:Central client extranet, which
consolidates the data into an interactive dashboard, you will see what sources candidates are coming from, which sources
are producing the most effective results, and compare offline against online vehicles, as well as individual media comparisons
to better plan and allocate your advertising dollars. This tool monitors the effectiveness of the media used, enabling the
elimination of ineffective channels and the maximization of efficient ones. By using this process, J. Walter Thompson INSIDE
can generate the highest possible media ROI and ensure dollars are utilized efficiently across all channels. While this data in
and of itself is extremely valuable to clients to focus their dollars on the most effective channels, it is also important to dig
deeper into each channel to determine where savings can be generated so future buys are even more productive.
How do you utilize this extremely resourceful
tool? Simply sign up for this application and JWT
INSIDE will take care of the rest. Any SEM/PPC
campaign, online banner or button, job posting,
direct email campaign, billboard, radio spot,
print advertisement, traditional direct mail program,
flyer or brochure can be tagged and tracked.
From a time and resource perspective, the
impact on your organization is minimal. From
an output perspective, it will have a fundamental
impact on strategy and decision making at a
number of levels. We can also ‘plug into’ your
current ATS, which means we can provide
incredibly powerful data such as number
of completed applications by source and
applications to clicks conversion rates. In the
dashboard, detailed reporting is available in a
variety of formats: by individual media channels,
by business division, individual campaigns and
by job category, all of which can be drilled down
to a transactional level.
This is a powerful tracking and metrics tool that
assists in the sourcing strategy plan development
cycle, helps you understand what the most
effective sources for candidate generation are,
evaluate ROI and where your advertising dollars
should be allocated. It will help you better plan,
be more targeted in sourcing efforts and save
money through informed buying decisions.
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